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Did you know? 
 

x Some Lenders don’t even conduct Valuations 
(LVR dependent) 

 
x Depending on the lender – formal approvals can 

be achieved within 72 hours. 
 
x Some lenders pre-approvals are not worth the 

paper they are written, on as the information has 
not been truly been assessed. 

 
x If an existing property needs to be refinanced, the 

process could take up to 6 weeks. 
 
x The floor size of an apartment can be as small as 

40m2 but most would like 50m2 as a minimum. 
 

x Some lenders do not have post code restrictions. 
 

x Buyers who are putting an offer in subject to finance should provide a copy of their pre-
approval. 
 

x Although interest rates are an all-time low banks have to assess loans at 7.25% as a 
minimum 
 
 
A Mortgage Broker’s key financial terms 
 

x LVR (Loan to Value Ratio): This is how much a buyer is borrowing against the property 
value (not including purchase costs), in the form of a percentage. The Maximum LVR for 

 a bank is 97% including bank fees.
 

x Lenders Mortgage Insurance: Once the buyer borrows more than 80% of the property 
value, the banks needs to get insurance which the borrower must pay for (as explained 
in LVR). The amount is calculated by a sliding scale, which increases as the LVR and 
size of the loan increase too. If the LVR is lower than 80% it is much easier to get 
finance. If the LVR is above 80%, the banks have to get mortgage insurance to approve 
the loan, and lend a buyer the money. By avoiding insurance, there are less hurdles for 

 the buyer to overcome
 

x Funds to Complete: The remaining funds needed to purchase, other than the loan 
against the new property. Knowing where these funds are coming from will help 
determine the strength of an applicant and their savings or can even be borrowed in 

 some cases
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x Security Guarantor: A person who guarantees part of the loan to secure against their 

property. This is usually a family member, and the guarantee is for up to 20% of the 
purchase price. Guarantees are then liable for 20% if the borrower defaults. Remember 
this when first home buyers cannot come up with a big enough deposit can their family 

 help.
 

x Borrowing Capacity: How much an applicant can borrow, taking into account their 
income and current debts. This can vary by more than $40,000 between lenders 
sometimes. On its own it does not determine the purchase price, as deposit will also 
have an impact. Remember this if a client is only just short on the purchase price there 

 may be another lender that will allow the borrow more.
 

x Pre-approval: This is initial approval based on income for borrowing capacity and funds 
to complete. It is important to note that pre-approval generally only lasts up to 3 months, 
and if the lender changes their policy before a property is found, the applicant may need 
to be reassessed. In some cases, they are no longer pre-approved. A property generally 
needs to be valued to complete the formal approval process. Some lenders preapproval 

 is not worth the paper they are written on as the information has not truly been assessed
 

x Genuine Savings: a savings pattern established over 3 months, savings held without 
out a decline or equity in property. 12 months Rental history can be accepted as genuine 

 savings with some lenders.
 

x Bridging loan: finances the existing property, new purchase and the costs before the 
existing property is sold. This is not a used often as there is simpler ways to complete 
the finance if the client speaks to a broker before rushing into signing contracts on a 
property 
 

x Usable Equity: this can generally worked out from the value from the current loan, up to 
90% of the property value.  
 

x Equity Release: This is when a buyer can increase their loan to access the equity on 
their current home. This can be another way a client can come up with the funds to 
complete instead of savings and not rely on the selling the existing property to purchase.  
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